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More on Fabb and Halle (2008)

A. Overview

(1) Outline:
a. questions from last time
b. Empiricism, rationalism, andthe work
c. Secret activities. . .
d. Additional theoretical devices
e. Robert Service

B. Additional Theoretical Devices

(2) Stress Maxima defined for strict meters:
“The syllable bearing the word stress in a polysyllabic wordis a maximum, if it is
preceded and followed in the same line by a syllable with lessstress” (p.47).

(3) Ánswer each óther in the mı́st

(4) And péace procláims ólives of éndless áge

(5) How do we formalize the idea that only certain stressescount for a meter?

(6) Incompleteness:
a. must be complete;
b. may be incomplete (2/1);
c. must be incomplete (2/1)

(7) Is incompleteness only possible/allowed/required at the endpoint of iteration?

(8) Iteration can begin at the edge or up to two syllables in. Coupled with incomplete-
ness, does this mean that variation should be confined to edges?

(9) There was a Yóung Lády of Párma,
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(10) Non-projection. A stressless vowel-final syllable maynot appear in the grid just in
case it is followed by a vowel-initial syllable. (Under whatcircumstances may/must
a syllable not be projected?)

(11) Again, how do we formalize the notion that only certain syllablescount for the
meter?

(12) Stress maximum for loose meters:
“The syllable bearing the word stress is a maximum except when it is immediately
preceded or followed in the same line by a syllable carrying greater stress” (p.68).

(13) Another definition:
“The syllable bearing the word stress is a maximum” (p. 78).

(14) Loose meter is achieved via: different notion of maximum, projection of prominent
syllables, unparsed projected syllables.

(15) Dı́ng dóng, béll,

(16) More stuff:
a. Mark deletion rules;
b. Multiple lines in one

(17) Some thoughts about Fabb and Halle:
a. This approach can handle all sorts of data.
b. What does this theory exclude?
c. What are theright properties for a theory of meter?

(18) What are the relevant questions for us?:
a. Why does fixed meter in English regulate syllables and stresses and not

something else?
b. Why are theunits of meter so similar to—but not identical to—the units of

stress theory?
c. Why is there a distinct notion ofstress maximum?
d. Are Fabb and Halle right about a fundamental distinction between strict and

loose meters and what does this tell us about stress?
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C. Robert Service

(19) There are stránge thı́ngs dóne in the mı́dnı̀ght sún
By the mén who móil for góld;
TheÁrctic tráils have their sécret táles
That would máke your blóod rún cóld;
The Nórthern Lı́ghts have séen quéer sı́ghts,
But the quéerest they éver did sée
Was that nı́ght on the márge of Láke Lebárge
I crémated Sám McGée.
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